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STUDENT ELECTIONS 2018

If elected I will seek to:
• Create a better learning 

environment within the campus

• Make the social area a better 
place to enjoy/relax in

• Make the mental health of 
the students a priority

MINAHIL NAWAZ 
FOR VICE PRESIDENT MOTHERWELL



Minahil Nawaz
My name is Minahil Nawaz- also known to many as Mona- and I want to be 
your next Student Vice President!

Something that is very hard for people to believe is that when I was younger I was 
a very quiet person. I was afraid to talk to people and had trouble making friends 
but after starting high school I came out of my shell. 

Something that always helped me was joining in on school events. I began to love 
working with others to plan events and got involved in a lot of voluntary work. By 
the time I was leaving high school I had gained the confidence to give talks in front 
of large groups of people who I didn’t even know. 

Coming out of my shell gave me the chance to do something I love very much; 
working with others to making the world a better place, even if it was just a small 
act of kindness. My experiences made me the person I am today and I would 
like to continue spreading happiness by making the college a better place for 
students. 

If elected I would aim to improve the social area so that it is a better place for 
students to go during their breaks and relax.  My goal is to improve student life and 
to be a voice for the students of New College Lanarkshire!

Having been a voluntary officer for the Student Association this past year I have 
gotten the chance to speak to many of the students. Something that has come 
up multiple times is the fact that most mature students do not use the social 
area as it is usually taken up by the younger students. If voted I will help give the 
mature students their own space and try to make the social area a place where all 
students can go during their spare time. 

I aim to offer more events and activities in the College that could be offered to 
students, making it a better learning environment. I am interested in getting all 
the students involved! Every student in the College is a part of the Students’ 
Association and deserve a say in the changes that need to be made in the college. 
I feel more events that will get the students involved will assist me in bringing 
people together and making the Student Association better. 

As students, we are prone to stress. As a student myself I find that I spend most 
of my time freaking out about my work rather than doing it. High stress levels can 
lead to mental health issues. I would like to create better mental health facilities in 
the college to create a stress-free environment for the students. 

So, vote for Minahil Nawaz for your Student Vice President!

A vote for me is a vote for change!




